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How to Create a Loving Relationship 

Healthy relationship is when each individual is committed to their own self-actualization and committed to 

support their partner in their self-actualization.  

1) Have a GROWTH mindset. If something in your relationship goes wrong, do not think that the relationship is 

wrong. Often it means that you just have some work to do. That this is the time to GROW in your relationship 

and master your ability to develop a loving relationship.  

 

2) Remember WHY you fell in love with this person. Those qualities you ever admired are still here. Maybe 

something happened that there is no space in your current life for them to be demonstrated. What could you 

do unleash them back? 

 

3) Stay healthy and support your partner in staying healthy. If you are ill, tired or your energy level is extremely 

law, it gets much easier to be triggered and get angry, frustrated or simply drifting without making any effort to 

mountain your loving relationship. Make sure you sleep enough, eat well and exercise regularly. Encourage 

and support your partner in doing the same.  

 

4) Appreciate. We have a tendency to notice “bad” things and take good things for granted or simply overlook 

them. Create a habit of noticing positive things your partner does EVERY DAY and acknowledge and 

appreciate them. When you say what you appreciate instead of yelling and complaining, your partner would 

feel motivated to do more of positive things as well.  

 

5) Be present. When you are together, BE TOGETHER. When you share experiences or simply talk to each 

other make sure that your focus and attention is here and now. Give a gift of your full presence to your 

partner. Believe me this can create a significant value to your relationship. 

 

6) Be aware of triggers. Your past experiences, your parental programming and cultural conditioning may trigger 

negative emotions and negative responses to some, even quite innocent words or actions of your partner. 

Learn to understand yourself and understand what triggers your negativity. Learn how to diminish the power 

of these triggers. Even lack of sleep, stress at work, skipped lunch can become a trigger for your feeling 

irritated. This is something you can take full responsibility for.  

 

7) Choose wisely. Remember that you CAN choose your response to any given circumstances. Take a breath, 

give yourself some time to calm down and ask yourself the best question ever “What do I REALLY want in 

this situation?”  

 

8) Be ready for surprise. Challenge your belief that you know everything about your partner. Knowing 

everything, you do not leave space for creativity, inspiration and surprise. Stay curious – every day learn 

something new about your partner – What was their favorite subject at school? What is their earliest 

memory? What is their dream? How is their best day look like?...... Stay curious!  

 

9)  Talk to each other. This should actually be the first in the list . Talk, discuss and stay open. It might be very 

difficult especially if you are not used to talking openly and have a tendency to avoid difficult conversations. I 

believe that talking honestly and openly is the BIGGEST ‘secret’ of a loving relationship. As a part of ‘talking” 

– LISTEN. As Stephen Covey said: “Search first to understand and then to be understood”. Lots of wisdom in 

these words.  

Recommended reading:  “Gay and Katie Hendricks” , by Gay Hendricks; “Love 2.0” by Barbara Fredrickson; “The way 
to love” by Anthony de Mello; “Love” by Leo Buscaglia 
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